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Intro-8, A1-8, A2-8, B-8
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Death Letter Blues by Son House
"People keep asking me where the blues started and all I can say is that when I was a boy we
always was singing in the fields. Not real singing, you know, just hollerin', but we made up
our songs about things that was happening to us at the time, and I think that's where the blues
started."
- Delta bluesman Son House, 1965

Death Letter
Hey, I solemnly swear, Lord, I raise my right hand
That I'm goin' get me a woman, you get you another man
I solemnly swear, Lord, I raise my right hand
That I'm goin' get me a woman, you get you another man
I got a letter this morning, how do you reckon it read?
"Oh, hurry, hurry, gal, you love is dead"
I got a letter this morning, how do you reckon it read?
"Oh, hurry, hurry, gal, you love is dead"
I grabbed my suitcase, I took off, up the road
I got there, she was laying on the cooling board
I grabbed my suitcase, I took on up the road
I got there, she was laying on the cooling board
Well, I walked up close, I looked down in her face
Good old gal, you got to lay here till Judgment Day
I walked up close, and I looked down in her face
Yes, been a good old gal, got to lay here till Judgment Day
Oh, my woman so black, she stays apart of this town
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Can't nothin' "go" when the poor girl is around
My black mama stays apart of this town
Oh, can't nothing "go" when the poor girl is around
Oh, some people tell me the worried blues ain't bad (note 1)
It's the worst old feelin' that I ever had
Some people tell me the worried blues ain't bad
Buddy, the worst old feelin', Lord, I ever had
Hmmm, I fold my arms, and I walked away
’That's all right, mama, your trouble will come someday’
I fold my arms, Lord, I walked away
Say, ‘That's all right, mama, your trouble will come someday’
‘Death Letter’, also known as "Death Letter Blues", is probably the signature song
of Son House. It is structured upon House's earlier recording "My Black Mama, Part 2 from
1930. Lyrically, the song is about a man who learns of the death of the woman he loves
through a letter delivered to him early in the morning. The narrator later views her body on
the cooling board at the morgue and attends her funeral, and returns to his home in a state
of depression. House's lyrics draw from traditional sources. Other blues musicians recorded
related songs, including Lead Belly (‘Death Letter Blues’), Ishman Bracey (‘Trouble Hearted
Blues’), Ida Cox (‘Death Letter Blues’), Robert Wilkins ("Nashville Stonewall") and Blind
Willie McTell (“On the Cooling Board”).
The song has been reworked by other major blues-men. Robert Johnson, who was
heavily influenced by Son House, may have incorporated and reworked ‘My Black Mama’
into his own song – ‘Death Letter, ‘Walking Blues’, though the title has its own pedigree in
versions by Son House. We find it in Charlie Patton's works. Skip James reworked the music
and lyrics into his song ‘Special Rider Blues’. Avant-garde blues artist Jandek reworked a
verse from ‘Death Letter’ into his song ‘I went Outside’. Muddy Waters closely related song
about the same subject is ‘Burying Ground’.
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Article by Jason Elak (check copyright-the Legendary ‘Son’ House)
‘When Son House came on stage, he sat down; he was very quiet, very soft spoken,
and he would sit back in the chair so the audience couldn’t hear him. He spoke almost
inaudibly. And then he’d say, ‘this is just a little piece of blues from back when, and I hope
maybe you’ll like it a little.’ And then he would reach into his shirt pocket, take out his slide,
put it on his ring finger, and hit it with his right palm—pop! pop! And then he would take a
deep breath and straighten up. And suddenly it just exploded’
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What followed is the stuff of legend. According to spectators, Son was in constant
motion during every song. He was bobbing his head, stomping his feet, swaying his body with
the rhythm of the blues that came sliding off of his guitar. It seemed like he might die of a
heart attack right there on the stage every time he played! The sweat came dripping down
his brow until he finished the song, then he would relax, settling back in his chair before
starting it all over again for the next song. In 1924 Ida Cox record ‘Death Letter Blues.’
1924 - Death Letter Blues by Ida Cox

A-12
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1898 – I Love Dat Man - Dan Packard & E J Simmes (a Coon song)
Song appeared in the July 10, 1898 issue of the New York Journal. The girl on cover is Alice
Atherton, One of the earliest songs to use the term ’Blues’ in the lyrics in American popular music.
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‘I was never Blue’
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Intro-3, Vamp-1, A1-8, A2-8, B1-8, B2-8
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1899 - I Just Received a Telegram From Baby - Will A. Heelan & Harry Von Tilzer
This is the story of a Negro (called a coon) who was in jail and telegrammed ‘his baby’
for the money to get out. There is one phrase that talks of the blues – ‘On Sunday and
Monday that coon he had the blues.’

Harry Von Tilzer
Harry Von Tilzer ( Gumbinsky/Gumm) (1872-1946)
Born in Detroit, Mich. Von Tilzer was trained as a pianist. He took his mother’s name
(Tilzer) and added a Von to get more respect. At 14 he began his professional career – first
with the circus at 14 as a singing acrobat and then with repertoire shows, at the same time
composing original songs used in his own performances. He was in New York in 1892 and
wrote special material and songs for various entertainers. His hit song was ‘My Old New
Hampshire Home’ established him as a major songwriter as it sold over a million copies. In
1902 he organized his own music publishing company and stayed there until his death. He
wrote and produced various musical comedies. His other hits songs included: ‘Wait Till the
Sun Shines Nellie,’ ‘I Want a Gal,’ ‘When My Baby Smiles at Me, and ‘In the Sweet bye and
Bye,’ and “It’s Only a Bird in a Gilded Cage.’
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Harry Von Tilzer
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1899 - I’ve Just Received a Telegram From Baby
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‘Monday that coon he had the blues’
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Intro-8, Vamp-2, A1-8, A2-8, B1-8, B2-8, C1-8, C2-8, C3-8, C4-8
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1900 – If I Only Had A Dollah of My Own – Bogart & O’Brien
There were many popular songs that used the word ‘blues’. The theme of this popular
song is a blues in the lyrics and is an example of popular songs during the early part of the
20th century.

Primrose & Dockstader Minstrel Band
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‘I wouldn’t feel so blue’
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Intro – 8, Vamp-2, A1-8, A2-9, B-8, C-8, D-8, F-8, G-8
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1901 - Just a Wearyin’ For You, All the Time A Feelin’ Blue – Frank Stanton & Carrie
Jacobs/Bond

Carrie Jacobs Bond – 1861-1946
Born in Janesville, Wisconsin, Carrie was first married to Edward Smith that ended
in divorce and re-married to Dr. Frank Bond. She was a very prolific and famous woman
composer of her time, writing ballads, patriotic songs, Negro dialect song and inspirational
songs. She later owned a music publishing company and one of her compositions earned her
a million dollars. The song given (‘Just A Wearyin’ For You’) was one of the songs in her
‘Seven songs’ group.
She became America’s premier popular songwriter for decades. Her most popular
songs were ‘I Love You Truly’, and ‘I’m A Wearyin’ For You’.
From the age of four she had a musical gift. During a concert of ‘Blind Tom’ he played his
own composition - a march. Carrie was taken to the stage from the audience and played his
march exactly as he did. One person said, “We have a person who can do like you do! She
could play anything by ear including the ‘Hungarian Rhapsody’ of Liszt’.”
She married Dr. Bond and one day after a snow storm when the ground was slippery
he passed a group of kids playing and one shoved him and he hit his head and died a few
days alter. This at was followed in later years when her son killed himself with some candles
burning and a phonograph playing ‘ his mother’s song ‘ ‘A Perfect Day’. This was in a cabin
in Lake Arrowhead, CA.
She moved to California later in her life and while staying at the Mission Inn in
Riverside CA, in 1909, she looked out her room on the fourth floor of the Inn and when
looking out her window saw Mount Rubidoux at sunset and wrote the lyrics for ‘A Perfect
Day.’ While driving through the Mojave Desert she thought of the melody for the lyrics and
completed what was to become on of the most popular songs of her era. Her music company
became a multi million dollar business.
While in Chicago her son and Carrie had a very hard life. She developed rheumatism
that tortured her throughout her life. While playing piano one day for a gathering of friends
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a Mr. Victor Sincere, a pianist heard her and saw a manuscript on the piano. He sat down
and played the song and encouraged her to publish it. She borrowed some money to pay for
the publication and this was her ‘Seven Songs’ that included ‘Just A Wearyin’ For You’.
Included in this group was ‘I Love You Truly.’ She formed a music publishing company,
‘Bond & Sons Publishers’ that put out her music. This was operated from a corner of her
bedroom and gained great success. She became the first million dollar women in music
publishing.
Carrie was a gifted artist and painted all the covers of her music as well as other
artistic endeavors. During her lifetime her song ‘A Perfect Day’ sold 5 million copies at
$1.00a copy. She became very famous and twice gave concerts at the White House for
Presidents’ Harding and Teddy Roosevelt. She became one of America’s greatest
songwriters. Her life was a triumph of fate. She was the first women in America to break
into the popular music field in a very successful way.
The mission Inn named a room for her – 4th floor room 417.

Cabin is Lake Arrowhead, CA
There is a quote written about her by President Herbert Hoover:
“Beloved composer of ‘I Love You Truly‘ . . . and a hundred other heart songs that
express the loves and longings, sadness and gladness of all people everywhere . . . who met
widowhood, conquered hardship, and achieved fame by composing and singing her simple
romantic melodies. She was America’s gallant lady of song.”
(President Herbert Hoover, about Carrie Jacobs-Bond)
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Carrie sitting in Carrie Suite on 4th floor in Mission Inn where she wrote’ A Perfect Day’.

Carrie Jacob Bond
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Frank Stanton – 1857-1927

Frank Stanton

Stanton was born in Charleston, South Carolina. While a child he was influenced by
hymns of Isaac Watts and Charles Wesley. He had a job at 12 as an apprentice to a printer
that later helped him enter the newspaper business. He became involved as writer and editor
of various newspapers. In 1889 he was with the Atlanta Constitution newspaper. Stanton
stayed there until his death in 1927. He was famous as the prototype for American newspaper
columnists. He was an avid poet and was very prolific writing poems. The most famous of
his poems was ‘Mighty Like a Rose,’ set to music by Ethelbert Nevin. The most successful
song with his lyrics was ‘Just A Wearyin’ for You’ with music By Carrie Jacobs Bond. Harry
T Burleigh wrote a melody also to this poem but never gained the acclaim by the public. The
poem was one of a group, ‘Songs of the Soil’ written in 1894. Many of his poems are in the
Negro dialect. He was given the distinction of being the title ‘Poet Laureate of Georgia’. The
lyrics to ‘Just A Wearying For You is a lyric that had a blues feeling. The first line: ‘Just A
Wearyin’ For You’ was written in 1906, five years after Carrie Jacobs Bond wrote her song
of the same name. Burleigh’s interpretation used primary the same lyrics as Bonds’ but
never received the popularity of Bond’s composition.
The song is constructed in two 12 bar sections that hint at a blues progression.
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‘all the time a feelin’ blue’
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Intro-4, A1-12, Extension-2, A2-12, Extension-2
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1906 - Just A Wearyin’ For You – Harry T. Burleigh

Harry T Burleigh – 1866-1949
Burleigh was born in Eric, Pennsylvania and was the first Afro-American to be
important in the development of a specific style of American music. He was important in
bringing black music available to classically-trained artists and introducing them and
arranging his pieces in a more classical style and form. He was a composer, arranger and a
professional singer in the baritone range.
He received a scholarship with the assistance of composer Edward MacDowell’s
mother, Francis. It was said that to earn some money he was a handy man and other chores
for her. He attended the National Conservatory of music in New York City and played string
bass in their orchestra. He was one of the people consulted by Antonin Dvorak and did copy
work and transcribed Dvorak’s 9th symphony for the instruments given by Dvorak. He also
was responsible to introduce Dvorak to African American folk music. It has been said that
that it was one of the first time a Negro song was to become a major theme in a symphonic
work (Dvorak’s New World Symphony. Burleigh became an inspiration to Dvorak and
provided Dvorak with a large number of Negro and Native American themes.
He had a very illustrious career as a vocalist and gave many concerts and being a member
of certain choral groups broke the racial barrier in these groups.
He began publishing his arrangements of art and Negro spirituals in the late 1890s
and by the late 1910s he was considered one of the nation’s best-known composers of art
songs. His arrangement of the Negro spiritual ‘Deep River’ and became famous for his
arrangement of numerous Negro spirituals. His songs were the first to make these Negro
spirituals available to numerous classical concert artists prior to spirituals that were sung by
choruses. He arranged the first orchestral arrangements for more than 100 Negro spirituals
including the spiritual ‘Nobody Knows the Trouble I’ve Seen.’ He was important in the
history of American music as he was a major contributor to the popularity of spirituals
during the 1920s and this helped the acceptance of the Negro Blues. His music was sung by
many prominent Negro artists such as Roland Hayes, K Marian Anderson and Paul
Robeson. He was one of the most popular composers of the early 20th century.
He wrote our song ‘Just A Wearyin’ for You’ in 1906
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‘all the time a feelin’ blue’
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Intro-4, A1-8, B1-8, C1-9, D-8, E-8, F-9, C2-3, A2-8 B2-8, C3-5, G-9
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1902 - O’er the Sea – Harvey Worthington Loomis

Harvey Worthington Loomis 1865-1930
Loomis was born in Brooklyn, New York and was a gifted musician, winning a scholarship
at the conservatory run by Anton Dvorak, studying musical composition He is remembered for his
association with the American Indian movement. He wrote a number of compositions for Farwell’s
‘Wa Wan Press’, mostly based on Indian themes. He also wrote songs for children and wrote
incidental music for stage plays.
His ‘O’er the Sea’ is a classical interpretation with a blues feeling in the lyrics and
emphasized the blues feeling in a classical composition. I give only the first page of the composition.
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Ye Maidens Pretty – H F S (also in 'Songs of the West') – n. d.
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There are many popular songs that include the word ‘blues’ in their lyrics that
inclusively give the feeling of a blues lyric. Tin Pan Alley songwriters, once a style became
popular, would write in that style with hopes of having a hit and selling tons of sheet music.
Irving Berlin wrote songs in most every style of his era better than any songwriter of his day.
He wrote coon songs, blues and any style that was popular the time. Thus we find many
popular ballads using the blues feeling and the
word ‘blues’ in it’s lyrics.
Budweiser’s A Friend of Mine – Seymour Furth & Vincent Bryan
Seymour Furth – 1877-1932
Furth was a composer, both m music and lyrics and was a musical director from 1904
to 1925 for many Broadway shows. This song was written for the 1902 production of ‘The
Wizard of Oz’. The production included songs by many of the leading songwriters of this
era, which included Irving Berlin. The song has a redeeming theme as the person was
‘gloomy and blue’ but ended up much more cheerful. I could not find any info on Furth
except he was a songwriter, lyricist and musical director. He wrote or produced, between
1904 and 1925, a number of Broadway shows. His biggest hit on Broadway was ‘Bringing up
Father’ in 1925.
Vincent Bryan – 1878-1937

Bryan was born in St Johns, Newfoundland. Bryan was a composer of some of the
songs in the 1903-1909 production of the ‘Wizard of Oz.’ He was a collaborator with Charlie
Chaplin from 1915 to 1917. In 1918 he worked with Hal Roach on three Harold Lloyd films.
A write-up in an article about Chaplin’s collaborators:
“A prolific lyricist and hopeless heroin addict, Vincent Bryan was perhaps the most
talented, and most tragic, of Chaplin's collaborators. He joined Chaplin as a writer in 1915,
when Chaplin was going through one of his temporary artistic ruts, helped him recover, and
then assisted in bringing forth some of the most remarkable films of Chaplin's career in late
1915, 1916 and early 1917. Bryan's wife Leota, who was a bit player in the movies, later
claimed that Bryan also served as Chaplin's co-director. Bryan's tragic life will be
spotlighted in an upcoming Chaplin Review volume dealing with Chaplin's years at the
Mutual Studios.”
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Many of his assistants or collaborators never were given credit for his films or their
work on his behalf.
Bryan’s biggest song hit was ‘In My Merry Oldsmobile’ with Gus Edwards. His
promising career was prematurely ended by his addiction to heroin.
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‘When you
are gloomy and blue’
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Intro-12, rhythm to A-4, A1-16, A2-16, B1-16, B2-16
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1904 – When You Love A Little Girl - Emile Burguiere & George De Long
Emile Burguiere (Burgiere)
Emile was born in 1876? He was a songwriter and had one musical on Broadway in
1904. It was his only time to have a work on Broadway and unfortunately it was a flop. The
musical was ’The Baroness Fiddlesticks’ from which the song ‘When You Love a Little Girl’.
The theme: A dreary affair in which a parvenu’s chances for acceptance are jeopardized if
it became known to the Baroness she is entertaining is an imposter.
No information on De Long
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‘Ev’ry thing looks blue’
Intro-4, A-8, B-8
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1905 – Good-bye, I’ll See You Some More – Chris Smith & Billy Johnson
(See traditional blues section for bio on Chris Smith)
Billy B Johnson – 1858-1916
Johnson was a vaudevillian that collaborated with Bob Cole to compose the first
evening black musical ‘A Trip to Coon Town’ in 1896. In the 1910s he was in vaudeville and
toured with Black Patti’s Troubadours. Johnson and Cole wrote ‘At Jolly Coon-ey Island.
When Cole quit the Troubadours Johnson did also and they went into vaudeville together.
Either due to Johnson’s alcoholic nature or Cole changing his ideals in black musicals the
two separated. Cole met James Weldon and J Rosemond Johnson and they proceeded to be
a major source in black musicals.
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‘Maybe I’ll grieve, believe me I’m feelin’ blue’
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Intro-4, Vamp-2, A1-8, A2-8, B1-8, B2-8
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1905 - Can’t You See I’m Lonely – Felix F Feist & Harry Armstrong
The popular sheet music of the late 1880s into the first decades of the 20 th century
sheet music was the main source for songwriters. Beginning in 1885 publishers began to
realize the ability there was money to be made in sheet music, began to gather in New York
and the organization, SCAP was formed. Publishers began to gather in an area in New York
City and this was the beginning of what was called ‘Tin Pan Alley’ and the songwriter’s
careers were centered in this area. These publishers put out music at an alarming rate and
whenever a style was popular all strived to publish a song in that style. The career of Irving
Berlin is a best example of a songwriter writing a style that became popular, composing songs
in coon, ragtime, blues and jazz styles. If the blues style became popular songwriters began
writing blues or including a phrase using the blues as a sentiment. Thus we have songs like
‘Can’t you see I’m Lonely’ and the phrase ‘What has made me blue’.

Tin Pan Alley Building
After ‘Race’ record’s popularity the establishment of Tin Pan Alley took the name of
blues and used it in the songs of many songwriters to take advantage of the blues popular
music scene. Many of the composers of the era wrote a popular song in the style and feeling
of what was popular at the time. One example of many: Irving Berlin, a songwriter of the
era, said once that he wrote a ‘song to sell,’ whether it was a cakewalk, a coon song, a blues
or a rag. Berlin, who was not born in America, wrote some of the most American songs of all
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time: ‘God Bless America,’ ‘White Christmas’ and ‘Easter Parade.’ Not bad for a man born
a Russia Jew and a great American.
Harry Armstrong - 1879 -1951
Born in Sommerville, Mass. Armstrong was an entertainer, songwriter, and boxer.
This song was featured by the Al G Field Greater Minstrels. He also was on radio and TV
during his career. Besides writing ‘Sweet Adeline’ he also wrote ‘I Love my wife, But oh you
Kid,’ and ‘Kiss me Goodbye Sweetheart.
Richard H Gerard – 1876-1918
Gerard was educated at Eclectic Medical College and the New York College of Dental
and Oral Surgery. He entertained overseas for the Red Cross.
Felix F Feist – 1884-1936
Feist was a motion producer and distributor and composer of popular music in his era. He
was born in New York City. One of his most famous songs was ‘The Bull Frog and the Coon’.
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‘what has made me blue’
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Intro-4, A-8, B-12, C1-8, C2-8
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1905 - Sweet Adeline– Harry Armstrong (1879-1914)
Henry (Harry) W Armstrong
His most famous song is ‘Sweet Adeline’. He wrote the melody when he was 18. He
met Richard H Gerard who added words. At first it was called ‘You’re the flower of my
heart sweet Rosalie’. It became a hit when the Quaker City Four Barbershop Quartet
performed it at part of their program. Again the vocal quartet was one of the most popular
forms of entertaining during this era. The song has a very blues feeling and uses the word
‘pine’ for the word blues in the lyrics.

Armstrong
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Intro-4, A1-4, A2-4, B-4, A3-4, C-8
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1905 - The Hours of Grief - Arthur Farwell – (1874-1952)
Farwell as born in St. Paul, Minn. and was a very important and influential composer
for American music. He is best known as the editor of the ‘Wa Wan Press,’ a work that
included other prominent composers that included 37 American composers and included in
this list nine were women. The project stressed Native American music with some Negro
works included (only about 7 of the total works included).
Farwell had other interests besides music, getting a Bachelor of Science degree in
electrical engineering. While persuading a musical education he studied in Europe with G.W.
Chadwick, Humperdinck and Alexander Guilmant. He was praised by Anton Dvorak. He
returned to the US in 1899. The Wa Wan press was founded after his crusade to promote
American music using American themes and to lessen the prominence of German style
music. The Wa Wan Press was first published in 1901 (I have the 5 volumes in my library)
and continued monthly for a number of years. Schirmer Publishers took over the project but
soon terminated it. In 1927 he was appointed head of the theory/composition dept. at
Michigan St. Agricultural College (now Michigan State University.
With Dvorak, Gershwin, Taylor and other composers he stressed using American
music themes (especially Indian Spanish and Negro). Through the efforts of these composers
and others he opened the door for popular American music. Negro music was successful as
part of the craze and made the acceptance of Negro music and artists to enter the main
stream of American Music.
His song ‘The Hours of Grief’ has a blues feeling and the first section is a 12 bar
structure and could be a blues. It is in E minor and we find the use of blue notes in some
harmonies.

Farwell
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c1905 - Down by a Riverside – H F S
This song is from ‘Songs of the West’ edited by S Baring Gould and Fleetwood
Sheppard.
Gustave Holst met Cecil Sharp in 1905. Sharp had a major influence on Holst. Holst
began using folk songs as thematic material for some of his compositions including those in
the volume ‘Songs of the West’.
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I’m Sorry – 1906 – Jack Norworth & Albert Von Tilzer

Jack Norworth & Nora Bayes

Jack Norworth (John Godfrey Knauff) – (1879-1959)
Born in Philadelphia, PA. Norworth's father was an organ builder and choir director.
After being at sea for a few years he landed in New York and began a career in show business
– in vaudeville as a comedian and showman in blackface and performed on radio, With Bayes
he wrote ‘Shine on Harvest Moon’ in which a movie of the same name was made about his
life. After appearing in silent films he began writing music. He married Nora Bayes in 1908
and they had an act in vaudeville but divorced her in 1913. He died of a heart attack in
Laguna Beach, CA. He founded the Laguna Beach little league baseball in Laguna. With all
the various activities of his he is best known as the songwriter (with Albert Van Tilzer) of the
tune ’Take Me Out to the Ballgame’.
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Albert Von Tilzer (Albert Gumm) (1878-1956)
Born in Indianapolis, Indiana he changed his name from Gumbinski and both he and
his brother, Harry were songwriters, each having hits on their own. From 1900 till his death
he wrote 100s of popular songs. His hits include: ‘Apple Blossom Time,’ ‘Oh by Jingo,’ ‘Put
Your Arms Around Me Honey,’ and about the most popular and most performed song in
America ‘Take Me Out to the Ball Game.’ The song ‘I’m Sorry’ uses the phrase: ‘I know I
wouldn’t feel so blue’.

Albert von Tilzer
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’I know I wouldn’t feel so blue’
Intro-4, Vamp-1, A1-8, A2-8, B-4, C1-8, C2-8
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1907 - Keep on Smiling – Herman Paley - (1879-1955)
Born in Moscow, Russia he was the pianist for vaudeville singers of the 1920s. He
wrote as many as 1000 tunes, none that became ‘standards’. Paley was educated at City
College in New York and Columbia Univ. He entertained soldiers during both WWI and
WWII. He was a test director and talent scout for Fox Studios from 1930-32. He did write
Broadway shows as well as pop songs. He studied with Edward MacDowell. He taught high
school for 2 years. Paley was on the staff for a number of music publishers. He was a good
friend of George and Ira Gershwin.
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‘For her tender heart feels blue’
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Intro-4, A1-8, A2-8, B1-8, C-8, B2-8
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1908 – Won’t You Listen Dearie - Gus A Benkhart & Bussy Heath
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‘Makes me feel so blue cause I love You’
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Intro-4, Vamp-1, A1-4, A2-4, B-4, C-4, D1-8, D2 -8
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I’m Sad and I’m Lonely – no date
The lyrics of this song are familiar as ‘cross-ties on the railroad’. The lady of this song speaks
of the lies a young man has told her. The cast-off lady wants a mountain cabin and she sings the song
slowly and deliberately. The lyrics are shaded with hate and pity and appear as a threat.
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A1-8, A2-8, B1-8, B2-8, A3-8, A4-8
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1909 - That’s Why I’m Lonesome and Blue- W C Keene & Bessie L Keene
There is no info on the Keene’s. As to the song: There were many popular songs
written about a person feeling the blues. The blues became a main theme in many popular
songs.
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‘I asked her why she was lonesome and what made her look so blue’
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‘That’s why I’m lonesome and blue’
Intro-8, A1-8, A2-8, A3-8, A4-8, B1-8, B2-8, B3-8, C-8
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1909 – Lonesome - George W Meyers (1884-1959)
Meyers was born in Boston, Mass and at first worked as an accountant. He soon went
to song plugging and then songwriting and formed his own publishing company. His songs
were recorded by such jazz greats as Armstrong, Bechet and Waller and entertainers such
as Al Jolson. His most famous song was ‘For me and My Gal,’ in 1917 and the tune ‘There
are Such Things’ in 1942. Another hit was ‘If You Were the Only Girl in the World’.
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‘Why I feel so blue’
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Intro-4, Vamp-2, A1-4, A2-4, B-4, A3-4, C1-8, C2-8
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1909 - Are You Lonesome - Gus Kahn, (1886-1941) Grace LeBoy Kahn (wife) – (1890-1983)
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‘Are you lonesome dear, you’re looking kind o’ blue’
Intro-8, vamp-4, A-8, B-8, C1-8, C2-8
The intro is marked C time and the vamp is 6/8. The 6/8 sounds more like triples than 6/8
time. The Chorus goes back to C time.
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1909 - Carrie – Junie McCree & Albert Von Tilzer

‘Carrie, I am feeling very blue’
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Intro-8, A1-8, A2-8, B1-8, C-8, B2-8, D-8
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1909 – I wonder if You’re Lonely - Ned Weyburn & George Byrd Dougherty
This song is interesting as the first section is 12 bars longs, the length of a traditional
blues. Usually popular songs are not in this form. The feeling of the song is a blues.
Ned Weyburn
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‘just lonely and blue’
Intro-4, A1-4, A2-4, B-4, C1-8, C2-8
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1909 - Just One Word From You - Joe Bren

